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Abst ract - -A  numerical method for the reconstruction f the shape and the impedance of an 
obstacle from time harmonic electromagnetic scattering data is presented. Let D be a bounded, simply 
connected domain contained in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R 3, with smooth boundary (9D. 
The three-dimensional Euclidean space is filled with an isotropic homogeneous medium. We assume 
that D contains the origin, and D is regarded as an obstacle whose electric properties are given by 
a boundary impedance X(X), x C cqD. From the knowledge of the electric far fields generated by 
the obstacle D when hit by known time harmonic electromagnetic waves, the shape OD, and the 
boundary impedance X(X) of the obstacle are reconstructed. The reconstruction algorithm is based 
on the "Herglotz function method" introduced by Colton and Monk [1] in acoustic scattering. 
Keywords- -E lectromagnet ic  scattering, Inverse obstacle shape, Impedance reconstruction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R 3 be the three-dimensional  real Eucl idean space x = (x l ,  x2, x3) T E R 3 be a generic vector 
where the superscr ipt  T means transposed, (., .) denotes the Eucl idean scalar product ,  I[" It denotes 
the Eucl idean norm, and • × • denotes the Eucl idean vector product.  Occasionally, we abuse the 
notat ion doing the real Eucl idean scalar product  (., .) of complex vectors. 
Let D c ~3 be a bounded s imply-connected domain with smooth boundary  OD; we assume 
that  D contains the origin. 
We assume that  all the electromagnetic fields are t ime harmonic. Let E ~ be the part  depending 
on the space variables x of the electric field associated to a l inearly polar ized incoming plane wave, 
that  is 
E~(x) = we ik(x'a), (1.1) 
where w,c~ e R 3, Ha[l = 1 are given and k > 0 is the wave number. The vector (~ is the 
propagat ion  direction of the electric plane wave and w is the polar izat ion vector. We assume 
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(W, a)  = 0, that is 
div Ei(x) = 0, (1.2) 
where "div" denotes the divergence operator. The magnetic field associated to this incoming 
wave is 
1 
Hi(x) = ~ curl Ei(x), (1.3) 
where "curl" denotes the curl operator. 
Let E s be the part depending on the space variables of the electric field scattered by the 
obstacle D when hit by the incoming wave Ei; we denote with 
E(x) = Ei(x) + ES(x) (1.4) 
the total electric field. It is easy to prove, see [2], that if the region ~3 \ D is filled with a 
homogeneous isotropic medium that does not contain charges, then the time harmonic Maxwell's 
equations for the scattered time harmonic electromagnetic field can be reduced to the vector 
Helmholtz equation with the divergence free condition, that is 
AES(x) + k2ES(x) -- 0, in R 3 \ D, (1.5) 
div ES(x) =- 0, in R 3 \ D, (1.6) 
where A denotes the vector Laplace operator. 
The partial differential equations (1.5),(1.6) must be equipped with boundary conditions. The 
first boundary condition is at infinity and is strictly related to the character of the electromagnetic 
fields; it is known as Silver-Miiller adiation condition [2], that is 
curl E~(x) x ~ - ikES(x) = o , Ilxll --+ oo, (1.7) 
where ~ = (x/ilxiI), x ~ 0. The second boundary condition depends on the electric properties 
of the obstacle; that is, let #(x) be the exterior unit normal to OD in the point x E 0D and let 
X(x), x E OD, be a complex valued function. We assume 
D(x) × curl E(x) + ikx(x)#(x) x (#(x) × E(x)) = 0, x e OD. (1.8) 
The function X is the boundary electric impedance of the obstacle D. 
The scattered field ES(x), unique solution of (1.5)-(1.8), see [2], has the following expansion: 
E~(x) = eikI'XIIEo(~,k,o~,w) + O (~ ) 
Ilxll , IIxtl --* oo ,  (1 .9)  
where E0 is the electric far field pattern generated by the interaction of the obstacle D with the 
incoming wave (1.1). 
In this paper, we give a numerical method to recover the boundary OD and the boundary 
electric impedance X of the obstacle D from the knowledge of the electric far field patterns 
generated by several incoming waves. 
The algorithm is based on the "Herglotz function method" introduced in [1] in the context of 
inverse acoustic scattering. This algorithm is effective in the resonance region, that is, when 
kL ~ 1, (1.10) 
where L is a characteristic length of the obstacle D. 
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Let An, n -- 1, 2,... be the eigenvalues of the vector Laplace operator estricted to the diver- 
gence free vector fields in the interior of D with the boundary condition (1.8). Let B = (x E 
~3 i i[xl[ < 1) and OB be the boundary of B. We consider the following problem. 
PROBLEM 1.1. Let DI C 0B, ~t2 C 0B x ~3, ~-~3 ~ ]~ be three given sets such that -An ¢ ~3, 
n = 1,2,... .  From the knowledge ofEo(~,k,a, wa), for ~ 6 ~1, (a, wa) 6 ~2, k 2 6 f~3, 
determine the boundary OD and the impedance X of the obstacle D. 
In [3], a similar problem is considered for time harmonic acoustic scattering. We note that the 
condition -As ~ D3, n = 1, 2,... is a nonresonant condition. 
In Section 2, we give some mathematical relations used to solve Problem 1.1. In Section 3, we 
explain the numerical method used to solve Problem 1.1. In Section 4, we give some numerical 
results. 
2. THE MATHEMATICAL  FORMULATION OF 
THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
Let g(~) be a square integrable complex valued vector function defined on 0B, such that 
(~, g(R)) = 0, VR e OH, (2.1) 
and let 
C(y) = / g(:x)e ik(~'y) dA(~), (2.2) 
do B 
where dA is the surface measure on OB. The vector field C satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation 
in R3; moreover, from (2.1), we have that E is a divergence-free vector field. 
For x ,y  E R 3, x ~ y, let 
eikllx-yH 
¢(x, y) - 4r[[x - YH (2.3) 
be the Green's function of the (scalar) Helmholtz operator with the Sommerfeld radiation con- 
dition; see [2]. Let v, a E ~3 be two given vectors; we define the following vector fields: 
MI(y) = -41r {v¢(x,y) + ~2 Vx (v, Vx¢(X,y))} x=o' y E R3 \ (O}, (2.4) 
M2(y) =-4~r {(a, Vx) [v¢(x ,y )+ ~-SVx (V, Vx¢(X,y))] } x=o' YER3\  (0), (2.5) 
where XTx is the gradient operator with respect to x, and ¢ is the complex conjugate of ¢. Given 
a vector field F(x) = (Fl(X), F2(x), F3(x)), let 
(a, Vx)F(x) = ((a, VxF1 (x)), (a, VxF2(x)), (a, VxF3(x))). (2.6) 
Let k 2 ~ -An, n = 1, 2,. . . ,  and let £1 be the unique solution of the boundary value problem 
AC1 (y) + k2E1 (y) = 0, y • D, (2.7) 
div C1 (y) = 0, y • D, (2.8) 
curl 81(y) x ~(y) + ik~(y) ((£1(Y) x ~(y)) x ~,(y)) 
= curl MI(y) x ~,(y) + ik~(y)((Ml(y) × ~(y)) x ~,(y)), y • OD; (2.9) 
moreover, let ~2 be the unique solution of the boundary value problem 
/kE2(y) + k2~2(y) = 0, y • D, (2.10) 
div ~2(y) = 0, y • D, (2.11) 
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curl ~2(Y) × t)(y) + ik~(y) ((~:2(Y) x t)(y)) x t)(y)) 
= curl M2(y) × t)(y) + ik~(y) ((M2(y) x t)(y)) × t)(y)), y E cOD. (2.12) 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that the domain D and the impedance X are a Herglotz pair if the 
unique solution £1 of the boundary value problem (2.7)-(2.9) and the unique solution ~2 of the 
boundary value problem (2.10)-(2.12) can be represented by (2.2) for two suitable choices gl, g2 
of the integral kernel g. The vector fields gl,g2 that represent, respectively, El, £2 are the 
generalized Herglotz kernels associated to the pair ( D, X). 
The class of the Herglotz pairs is not empty. In fact, it is easy to see by explicit computation 
that the class of the spheres of the center of the origin with constant boundary impedance belongs 
to it for every a, v E ~3 when the nonresonance ondition on -k  2 is satisfied. 
Let (D, X) be a Herglotz pair Vk E f~2, with respect o two given vectors a, v c ]~3. Let gl, g2 
be the corresponding Herglotz kernels; it is easy to prove that 
/0 (gl(~),Eo(~,k,a, wa))dA(~) = (v,w~), Va e cOB, •~3,  (2.13) 
B 
fO ('g2(~c)'E°(~c'k'~'wa))dA(Yc)=ik(v'wa)(c~'a)' Va•OB,  waeR3;  (2.14) 
B 
see [1,4]. 
Problem 1.1 will be solved in three steps: 
(i) from the knowledge of the far field E0 (~, k, a ,  wa) for several 5, a ,  wa determine, by (2.13) 
and (2.14), an approximation of the generalized Herglotz kernels gl, g2 of the pair (D, X); 
(ii) compute ~1 and £2 from the knowledge of the vector fields gl, g2 using formula (2.2); 
(iii) from the knowledge of the vector fields El, E2, recover the shape COD and the impedance 
X of the obstacle using relations (2.9),(2.12). 
3. THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
The numerical implementation f steps (i),(ii) is analogous to the one described in [4] and we 
omit it. Moreover, as in [4-6], step (iii) is reformulated as a global optimization problem. 
Let (r, O, ~) be the spherical coordinates of k s. 
The implementation f step (iii) is done assuming that the obstacle is star-like and symmetric 
with respect o the is-axis; i.e., OD = {(r, 0, ~) [ r = f(0), 0 < O < 7r}, and the impedance is of 
the form X(0) =xRe(o) + ixIm(0), 0 < 0 < 7r. The smoothness of OD implies f smooth and the 
symmetry assumption made on OD implies ~(0) = ~(Tr) = 0. 
Eliminating the impedance X from the relations (2.9),(2.12), we obtain a new relation, that is 
Fi(y) - (curl (CI(y) - MI(y))  x tg(y))i (((E2(y) - M2(y)) × tg(y)) x v(Y))i 
- (curl (~:2(Y) - M2(y)) x t)(y)) i (((El(Y) - MI(y))  × t)(y)) × t)(y)) i = 0, (3.1) 
y • OD, i = 1, 2, 3, 
where (')i means the ith component of the vector -. 
Condition (3.1) becomes a system of three complex equations involving f,  ~ ,  and it is par- 
ticularly easy to solve for 0 = 01 = 0 and 0 = 02 = ~r, where it becomes a nonlinear system of 
equations in one unknown. In fact, we know that dgE0(0i) = 0, i = 1, 2. We solve this overdeter- 
mined system in the least squares ense to obtain f* approximate values of f(Oi), i = 1,2. 
We approximate f(0) with a truncated Fourier series, that is 
L~ 
f(0) ~ f(0) = a0 + Z {az cos/0 + b~ sin/P), (3.2) 
l= l  
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where Lr is a parameter that must be chosen depending on OD. For the simple obstacles consid- 
ered later, we have chosen Lr = 4. 
Let c = la0, al, bl,. . . ,  aL~,bL,.) T. Then the unknown boundary OD is obtained minimizing 
with respect o c the function 
I(c) -- ]Fi(y(0))] 2 dO + pi(](Oi) - f/.)2 , (3.3) 
where in the first term y(0) --- (r - ](8), 0, 0), and the second one is a penalization term where 
Pi >- 0, i -- 1, 2 are weight factors. In the numerical experience shown in Section 4, we have 
chosen Pl - P2 = 100. 
The minimization of I(c) is done starting from the unit sphere (a0 -- 1, az = bl ---- 0, 
1 = 1 , . . . , L r )  as an initial guess and using a quasi-Newton algorithm of the IMSL software 
library [7]. 
After recovering OD, that is f ,  we recover X from (2.9),(2.12). In fact, given a positive inte- 
i" Im ger N, we compute the estimates Xn = X~ e + x,~ , n = 0 , . . . ,  N of the boundary impedance 
X(0n) = xRe(0n) + ixIm(on), On = n~, n = 0, . . . ,  N solving the linear system (2.9),(2.12) in the 
least squares ense for the unknowns Xn, n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIENCE 
The data used in our numerical experience, i.e., the far fields generated by the obstacles, are 
obtained solving numerically the boundary value problem (1.5)-(1.8) with the T-matrix method; 
see [8,9]. 
We have considered twenty-four different obstacles, that is all the possible combinations of the 
following six surfaces: 
the sphere: r = 1, 0 < 0 < 7r, (4.1) 
the oblate ellipsoid: ~xl + ~x2 + x~ = 1, (4.2) 
the prolate ellipsoid: x~ + x~ + gx3 = 1, (4.3) 
the short cylinder: ~Xl + ~x2 + x~ ° = 1, (4.4) 
the pseudo apollo: r = ~ - -  + 2 cos 30 , 0 < 0 < 7r, (4.5) 
3 ( 3  )1/2 
the Vogel's peanut: r = 5 1 - ~ sin20 , 0 < 0 < 7r, (4.6) 
and the following four impedances: 
x1(8)  = 1 - i, 0 < 8 < (4.7) 
X2(0)= (1 -2 i ) ( l+s inO) ,  0<0<~r ,  (4.8) 
0_<0< 
X3(0) = ~r (4.9) 
i, ~ <O<;r ,  
71- 
1, 0<_0<-~,  
~- 2 
X4(0) -- i, ~ < 0 < 57r, (4.10) 
2 1, ~<0<~. 
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We note  the character ist ic  length L of the obstacles considered is one; then,  the resonance 
region is k = O(1). 
Table 4.1. The numerical results. 
Reconstruction Object D Impedance X E°D EX L2 L 2 
1 Sphere X1 0 0 
2 " X2 0.0003 0.017 
3 " X3 0.0168 0.158 
4 " X4 0.0446 0.2206 
5 Oblate ellipsoid X1 0.0068 0.0287 
6 " X2 0.0051 0.0413 
7 " )/3 0.0098 0.1321 
8 " X4 0.0437 0.2424 
9 Prolate ellipsoid X1 0.0066 0.0214 
10 " X2 0.007 0.0346 
11 " X3 0.0545 0.1804 
12 " X4 0.0633 0.2296 
13 Short cylinder X1 0.0577 0.2233 
14 " X2 0.0574 0.3035 
15 " X3 0.0996 0.3170 
16 " X4 0.0466 0.2529 
17 Pseudo apollo X1 0.0591 0.2822 
18 " X2 0.068 0.2615 
19 " X3 0.1857 0.3266 
20 " X4 0.1303 0.3554 
21 Vogel's peanut X1 0.0435 0.2475 
22 " X2 0.0278 0.2883 
23 " X3 0.1293 0.2555 
24 " X4 0.0488 0.2856 
The  numer ica l  results given in Table  4.1 are obta ined using the following parameters :  
{ ~rl l= l , . . ,11 ;  Cj = ~ l j ,  j=0 ,  ,10}U{0,0}U{~r ,0} ,  a l  = ~(0~,¢ j )  I 0t = 12 ' " " 
= { (&t j, oaljrn) I alj = f((8l, Cj), oaljrn = ( -  sin 7m sin Cj + cos 7m cos 0t cos Cj, f~2 
7rl, 1 - - -1 , . . . ,11 ;  s inTm cosCj  +cos"lmcOSOlsinCj,- cOSTa s in0/)  T : 0l = 
12 
2~r. 7r } 
Cj = -~-3, J = 0 , . . . ,8 ;  ~/m = ~m,  m = 0,1 , 
9ta = {1,9, 25}, 
v • {(1,0,0) ,  (0 ,1,0) ,  (0 ,0,1)},  
a • {(1,0,0), (0, 1,0), (0,0, 1)}. 
Moreover,  the expans ions in vector spherical harmonics  of E0, gx, g2 are t runcated  at Lraax -- 9; 
that  is, we use the first Lmax + 1 = 10/ -channe ls  corresponding to 2Lmax(Lma× + 2) = 198 terms.  
F inal ly,  the last two co lumns in Table 4.1 report  the per formance indices of the reconstruct ions;  
that  is 
EOD={y]~N=o[](O,~)--f(On)]2} 1/  
and 
E~ = ( Y~nL° 'xRe + ixInm - x(On)'2 } 
'~n=O ~'On '~ 2 (4.12) 
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We remark that the reconstruction f OD is consistently ofhigher quality than the reconstruction 
of X. 
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